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FromÂ New York TimesÂ bestselling author Rachel Held Evans comes a book that is both a

heartfelt ode to the past and hopeful gaze into the future of what it means to be a part of the

Church.Like millions of her millennial peers, Rachel Held Evans didn't want to go to church

anymore. The hypocrisy, the politics, the gargantuan building budgets, the scandals--church culture

seemed so far removed from Jesus. Yet, despite her cynicism and misgivings, something kept

drawing her back to Church. And so she set out on a journey to understand Church and to find her

place in it.Centered around seven sacraments, Evans' quest takes readers through a liturgical year

with stories about baptism, communion, confirmation, confession, marriage, vocation, and death

that are funny, heartbreaking, and sharply honest.A memoir about making do and taking risks,

about the messiness of community and the power of grace, Searching for SundayÂ is about

overcoming cynicism to find hope and, somewhere in between, Church.
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Rachel Held Evans' new book does NOT disappoint. It is a brilliant deconstruction of a personal

journey of faith -- particularly where it concerns the Church. The book is separated into a literary

exposition of the sacraments recognized by the Catholic and Orthodox churches. I found this to be

both intriguing and effective. Her own memories concerning these aspects of faith were fascinating

and more than once I found myself expressing, "Me, too!!"Because so much of Christianity is

viewed by the evangelical // fundamentalist lens in the Bible Belt South, it can be very frustrating to

be a progressive, moderate Christian. For those of us who believe in marriage equality and the fair,

loving treatment of LGBTQ people, we often feel there is not a place for us in many denominations.

For those of us who believe women should have a place in the pulpit, we can experience outright

hostility.However, I found myself slightly saddened by some of the sentiments expressed in

Searching for Sunday. For one, Evans mentions the belief of some of her contemporaries that if a

church does not welcome LGBTQ people and women into their ministrative openings (or even the

church itself for the LGBTQ folks), we should refuse to attend. On the one hand, I understand this

sentiment. On the other, I feel that in the spirit of ecumenism, we must "be the bigger people" and

recognize that just because someone doesn't believe a woman should preach does not mean that

they reached that conviction out of bigotry and hate. Just because someone doesn't believe in

marriage equality doesn't mean they hate gay people or that they arrived to their beliefs lightly.

This book was for me, and I think this book might be for a lot of you, too. If thereâ€™s a part of

youâ€“ a big part, a small partâ€“ that is whispering the question â€œwhy am I still a Christian?â€•

then I think you might need to read this. Not because she has some earth-shattering answer that will

miraculously solve all our problems. I didnâ€™t finish this book, set it down, and think to myself

â€œah, this was just the thing I needed to get me to go to church again.â€• I still have reservations,

and questions, and doubts, and the thought of walking into a church still terrifies me. But it did help

make having hope a little more possible.The longer Iâ€™m away from church, though, the more a

sliver in the back corners of my heart hungers for the bread and the wine the wine. Reading

Searching for Sunday was a gentle, gracious, gorgeous reminder that I do believe in the

sacraments. I do believe in the Body. Reading her chapters on Communion was one of the most

sacred experiences Iâ€™ve ever had, and it gave me the nudge I needed to start reaching out

again. I donâ€™t know where this road will take meâ€“ maybe further away from church, from faith, I

donâ€™t know. But I want to hope. I want to believe. I want to try again, even if I get terribly

burned.Going through this book was comforting, and encouraging. It was like sitting down with a

friend and drinking tea and being honest in a way that terrifies both of you, but once you start talking



you canâ€™t seem to stem the flow of words. Each slicing knife wound is recounted, each euphoric

moment comes out tinged over with a little bit of sadness.
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